


Welcome to the world of Cafedesart, our new conception 
of luxury. A contemporary range by Bianchini Italian Art 
Design, a brand springing to life and ready to become 
an emblem of style. Cafedesart was conceived out 
of innovation and research, modelled by the tradition 
of one of the long-established pillars of the Italian 
furnishing industry. We seek to shape a philosophy that 
places elegance and exclusive style at the centre of 
settings the world over, bringing them a unique allure. 
Our aim is to offer a new approach to adorning spaces, 
with sophistication, prestige and finesse. Cafedesart is 

ready to revolutionise design.

NEW CONCEPT OF
LUXURY FURNITURE

cafedesart.com



AN INTERNATIONAL SOUL
FOR A TIMELESS DESIGN



The eclectic varity of Cafedesart pieces match 
perfectly match with all house’s mood,

 both classic or contemporary,
keeping the treath of Italian elegance

EBONY CASKET
BRENT



The woods grain are the true stars of Cafedesart and are enhanced 
with  precious fabrics and gentle texture, which dress every single piece

COZY ATMOSPHERES 
TROUGH WARM WOOD VENEERS



Cafedesart design fits perfectly 
with a more modern taste, 

without overshadow the elegance

FITS PERFECTLY EACH ROOM
GLADIS



AN AMAZING AND 
ELEGANT MODERN TASTE



A bedroom with night’s tones.
Cafedesart’s style dress entirely the room, 

continuing the furniture decorations on the walls

THE PROTAGONIST OF THE BEDROOM
EMPIRE



YOUR PERSONAL WARDROBE
WALL TO WALL



Bianchini Italian Art Design was established in 1967 by 
an Italian family who sought to bring together the skills of 
master craftsmen. Over the years, what began as a small 
woodworking workshop has become a leading classic 
furnishing business with an international scope, thanks 
to our impassioned effort, product quality and hard work. 
Handed down from one generation to the next, the family 
business’s long-sighted approach has led Bianchini to 
embrace research and seek out new trends and styles.
Experimenting with contemporary trends has taken 
our philosophy in the direction of elegance and 
luxury, with the accent on quality materials and details. 

This is what lies behind the Cafedesart brand: 
a new conception of luxury.

Bespoke rugs: artep-italia.com
Concept: spazioprogetto.com | uitiu.com
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